Order Mouth•Mate
now at our website:
Pain-free brushing as you heal.

www.armor-dental.com/
order-mouth-mate-now

Eliminates Real Pain
and Real Problems for
Orthodontic Patients
Maintaining good oral hygiene is important for
everyone – and during orthodontic treatment it’s even
more critical. Why? Braces trap food and plaque easily,
which can lead to costly, irreversible problems. For proper
healing to progress after a surgical tooth exposure, it is
important that the patient doesn’t disrupt the area and keep
the area clean.

Keep plaque under control and improve hygiene.
Good oral hygiene is essential, but keeping your teeth clean and
gums healthy during orthodontics or exposure surgery can be a
major challenge. The main enemy is plaque (biofilm), a mass of
bacteria that grows in your mouth that can lead to white spots, tooth
decay and gum disease. The food stuck around braces or exposures chain
quickly leads to the formation of harmful plaque, which produces harmful
acids. Those plaque acids can eventually cause white spots and cavities.

Protect your new smile with Mouth•Mate!
Mouth•Mate is the new at-home preventative product that orthodontists
and patients love because it helps keep mouths clean and healthy! With
new braces, the inner cheeks can get sore from the wires and
brackets, making it difficult and uncomfortable to brush.
And patients with exposures can have a challenging
time keeping the area clean. Mouth•Mate Oval and
Mouth•Mate Circle are the prefect addition to
your hygiene routine!

Visit our website: www.mouth-mate.com

Protect
your new
smile with
Mouth•Mate!

Mouth•Mate can help make home hygiene easier,
reduce plaque, and keep your mouth clean and fresh.
Mouth•Mate Oval is the perfect addition to enhance
patients’ orthodontic hygiene routine. Patients with new
braces often experience temporary mouth sores, which
they can use Mouth•Mate to protect while brushing to
promote comfort and healing. Mouth•Mate Oval can
also retract the cheeks to help the toothbrush clean hard
to reach areas where bacteria collects. Better brushing on
the gum line reduces plaque build-up, inflammation, and
gingivitis, which are two of the most common chronic
orthodontic patient conditions.
Product No. AD90002 (Box of 10) -$49.99

Mouth•Mate Circle helps patients with the impacted
teeth that are surgically exposed with a bonded
bracket and chain. Because the gold chain is tied
to braces on an adjacent tooth, patients often
have difficulty keeping this area clean. Mouth•Mate
Circle can help patients avoid both the exposed tooth and
the short chain so patients can brush the adjacent teeth next
to the exposure while not affecting the surgical area.
Product No. AD90004 (Box of 10) - $49.99

Mouth•Mate Benefits
Patient Benefits

Orthodontist Benefits

• Establish good hygiene habits early
with new braces and exposure surgery.
• Retract cheek to help the toothbrush
clean hard to reach areas.
• Prevent cavities and white spots.
• Experience pain-free brushing if
common gum sores occur.
• Protect exposure wounds from
bonded bracket and chains.

• Improve post hygiene at home for multi-month/year orthodontic patients.
• Reduce plaque, inflammation, and gingivitis.
• Decrease risk of developing white spots and cavities.
• Improve healing and hygiene after a surgical tooth exposure so
patient doesn’t disrupt the area.
• Eliminate patient’s fear associated with brushing with new braces.
• Enhance patient comfort and satisfaction, which improve positive
reviews on social media.

We’re making it easier for you to
help your patients heal better at home.
Armor Dental, whose mission is to modernize patient recovery at home, is a privately
owned Boston based manufacturer of dental products that aid in the healing of post
surgical wounds and chronic sores. Armor Dental is developing an entirely new category of
dental hygiene products to protect oral wounds and canker sores anywhere in the mouth.
US Patent 9,078,723
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